




Does anyone remember PostSecret? If you do, excellent, this 
project is 100% inspired by that. For those of you who don’t, 
here’s some backstory. PostSecret was a project started in 

the mid-2000s that involved people across the world mailing in 
postcards upon which they wrote/illustrated/collaged secrets.  
These would range from light secrets like “I masturbated on your 
couch” to more serious ones like “I fucked your husband and he had 
a heart attack when he came, so I buried his body in your backyard” 
(a stretch, but you get the picture). Eventually, the folks who received 
all these postcards would compile and publish them in books made 
widely available. My high school self, wrought with overdramatic 
existential crises, found solace in the freedom of these secrets. I 
remember submitting one myself a!er I came out of the closet. 

Now we’re in 2020 and the Carrie Bradshaw in me has to wonder: 
Does anyone actually write postcards anymore? I think all the time 
about how most people probably haven’t touched a pen or pencil 
in months, except if they’re signing the restaurant bill or mailing 
their rent check. We type everything now. Novels of texts to friends, 
comments on posts, "irtatious nothings on dating apps. Although 
we are connecting over a multitude of platforms, what we type is still 
an expression of who we are, what we’re feeling at that moment, how 
we’re reacting. As I started to realize how much I’d use my thumbs, 
I also realized how much I’d use the Notes app on my phone. I’d #ll 
it with grocery lists, to-do lists, book recommendations, dreams, 
reactions a!er seeing a play, or random thoughts that would pop up 
during a night out. I started to think of my notes as a journal, and 
wondered if other people did the same.
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With the in"ux of social media into our relationships and 
communications these days, I worry a lot about how that a$ects 
our brains. Worthless hours spent scrolling Instagram for what: 
ingesting ads, seeing aspirational bodies, things you *need*  to 
stream, products you need to buy. It’s like everything is being 
forced down our throats, right now, constantly. On average, my 
Instagram throws in a sponsored post a!er scrolling past four 
posts from people I follow; and a sponsored story a!er every two 
people. I’m worried that they’re trying to drown out our brains, to 
become unthinking capitalist zombies who only care about how 
prominent our abs are, how many clothes are in our closet, or what 
fucking iphone we have. 

How do we hang onto ourselves, when there’s unbelievable pressure 
from our soceity to become someone else, someone they deem 
“better” or “more productive”? I’ve kept a written journal since I 
was 14 years old, and I can say that it is the single best tool in my life 
for hanging onto my sanity. It’s immensely di%cult to write every 
night, but to be fair, signi#cant events of note don’t happen to us 
every day. But at least I can remember my voice, my thoughts.  

I started asking for screenshot submissions a few months back, and 
they "ooded in. Thank you to everyone who sent in screenshots of 
poems, lists, thoughts, break-up texts, rants, dreams, etc. This is a 
compilation of those submissions as well as my own. I printed it in 
black and white to unify everything, because it’s mostly text. And 
color printing is expensive ok!!

I hope this project moves you, or maybe triggers something within 
you to write down your thoughts. Remember what you go through. 
Write it down, let it out. We only get one brain, treat it well. Or don’t, 
I’m not your mom!!

- TH
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Thanks again to everyone who participated in this project.
I hope you enjoyed, and that these notes elicited some kind 

of reaction in you. Feel something for fuck’s sake!!
Like David Bowie said, “you better hang onto yourself.”

Maybe we can do another edition of this, who knows!
Submit at tylerhamptoncollage@gmail.com
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